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Akelost's Gift

During the Arrival of the Norians in YE 44, the Akelost Leviathan Hybrid Ark Alpha perished as a result of
its wounds from fleeting the Avaen Universe. As a gift of thanks to the inhabitants of the Kikyo Sector its
final act was used to produce a device called Akelost's Gift1).

Akelost's Gift
Year of Creation YE 44

Designer Tsenlan State, Akelost Leviathan Hybrid Ark Alpha
Nomenclature None, One-Time Plot Device
Manufacturer Akelost Leviathan Hybrid Ark Alpha

Fielded by Star Army of Yamatai
Availability Prototype. One-time use.

Price Priceless

History and Background

In YE 39, a rogue faction of the Lorath Matriarchy left the SARPiverse in Project Checkout. It left the
worlds of Lor, Nyli, and Hici'emi turned to Zesuaium and the space around the highly unstable. In YE 40, a
group of those Lorath Matriarchy under Pandora2) were encountered by the Norian Continuum and
eventually were accepted as citizens into the Norian nation.

As a result of Akelost Leviathan Hybrid Ark Alpha having several of these Lorath onboard it was aware of
Project Checkout and with its ancient knowledge of the multiverse, it constructed a device known as
Akelost' Gift designed to reverse the effects of Project Checkout. The gift would be given to the Yamatai
Star Empire as a result of their rescue of the citizens who inhabited the Ark.

Appearance

Akelost's Gift appears as a large blob resembling a Sea Squirt that is the size of a small asteroid. 110m
wide by 70m high diameter oval shape. Its outer structure consists of protective violet-colored Leviathan
Husk with several sensory nodules and structures on the surface that are a brilliant gold color. When
activated it has an orifice that will open to its brilliant glistening core which contains the constructed
components of its systems.
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Function and Design

Akelost's Gift utilizes a high-powered Transuniversal Teleportation Drive, combined with a temporal
attunement system and a very powerful mindhive made through Mindhive Technology. The device is
designed to be delivered by a starship to the location of the Lor, Nyli, and Hici'emi. It will then be
activated to conduct the following actions:

It will use the high-powered modified Transuniversal Teleportation Drive to temporarily relocate all1.
three star systems and their physical components to an empty region of space in another universe.
It will use the trans-universal barrier as a filter for exotic radiations and other harmful debris.
It will then anneal the space of the region by using a controlled breach in the space-time2.
continuum created by the temporal attunement system to bring the structure of real space to a
pre-Project Checkout state. Which will restore the central stars of the star systems and eliminate
the black holes that have been formed.
It will then use the high-powered modified Transuniversal Teleportation Drive to recall the planets3.
and other stellar bodies. As they are brought across the trans-universal barrier the same temporal
attunement system restores those bodies back to their pre-Project Checkout state.
Once Lor, Nyli, and Hici'emi are restored Akelost's Gift will self destruct ensuring its technology and4.
knowledge cannot be utilized again or re-engineered into some kind of weapon.

OOC Notes

Andrew created this article on 2022/11/07 03:47.

This article was approved by Wes on 2023/08/313).

This is a plot device, discussed by Andrew, Sageshooter and Wes.
1)
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This is considered a plot device. The writer of this device is a roleplayer, not a physics genius.
2)

played by Sageshooter
3)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/akelosts-gift.70816/#post-439811
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